242 breakpoints in the 200-kb deletion-prone P20 region of the DMD gene are widely spread.
Using whole cosmids as probes, we have mapped 242 DMD/BMD deletion breakpoints located in the major deletion hot spot of the DMD gene. Of these, 113 breakpoints were mapped more precisely to individual restriction enzyme fragments in the distal 80 kb of the 170-kb intron 44. An additional 12 breakpoints are distributed over the entire region, with no significant local variation in frequency. Furthermore, deletion sizes vary and are not influenced by the positions of the breakpoints. This argues against a predominant role of one or a few specific sequences in causing frequent rearrangements. It suggests that structural characteristics or a more widespread recombinogenic sequence makes this region so susceptible to deletion. Our study revealed several RFLPs, one of which is a 300-bp insertion/deletion polymorphism. Abnormally migrating junction fragments are found in 81% of the precisely mapped deletions and are highly valuable in the diagnosis of carrier females.